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Monologue
Madison Walls

/ after Greta Gerwig
it’s when you’re at the pharmacy and they’ve got to get a cavity filled, but you have plans to
meet at the deli at 2. it’s written in your palm in blue. you’re meeting at the deli, the one with
authentic french cheese and the red vinyl chairs that collect water in puddles when it rains.
you’re meeting at the deli and you’ve got your belongings in a tote bag under your arm. you’ve
got your prescription, a tube of lipstick up your sleeve in a color that will look good on you but
better on them, and a story overheard from a phone call behind you in line. you’ve retold
yourself this story several times now. it’s when you arrive at the deli, nine minutes after 2, and
you know they’re running even later than you. you’re at the counter ordering espresso for two.
you notice the handsome barista’s freckles beneath their mask. they remind you of theirs. it’s the
door chiming and the phones buzzing, and your eyes linger on the sidewalk outside. you imagine
the sound of rubber boots on linoleum. it’s when you look across the room and catch each other’s
eyes. it’s when you reveal the ice cream melting in your tote. you eat soft ice cream from plastic
spoons in the flooded vinyl chairs outside. you present to them a stolen magazine of recipes and
they buy you a dollar rose from the corner. you both tip the handsome barista well. you forget
about the story from earlier that day.
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THE YEAR OF
Madison Walls

/ after Cassie Donish

you said once,
among pepperleaf and condrieu,
once when we were eighteen
if things weren’t the way
they are
molten we lay
solid slab of basement concrete
under the midsummer exhaust, immobile
consumed in a sweat so nectar
my hair clings like
honey to the trunk of my neck
this amber moment, vacant
your eyes sit among
distant shapes in a
colorless sky
I detest these
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memories I have to shed
itchy wool of April or
May, I’ll stuff beneath my bed
until you’ve gone off to college
or I can no longer find
your face among these stars
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Following a Trail of Smoke
Delaney Morgan

I reflect on that night,
of standing on your feet
while we danced through the living room.
These were my favorite nights,
just my daddy and me.
I hear music and laughter,
instead of fighting and screams.
My puffy, pink dress
skating across the hardwood.
I was everything but graceful,
yet still, you always said I was your little princess.
I feel your hard-working hands holding mine,
and I see the outline of the lighter in your pocket.
You thought you hid your habit so well,
but I was sneaky, just like you, and i would watch you through the window
when you snuck out for a quick smoke.
I knew it was a secret,
but momma didn’t like secrets.
So I kept it tucked in my little head,
along with the rest of things I wasn’t supposed to know.
After hours of waltzing,
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you convince me to get ready for bed.
We brush our teeth and check for monsters,
say our prayers and you tuck me in.
You turn out the light and look at me again.
You knew it would be the last time you’d hear me whisper
“I love you daddy, I’ll see you tomorrow.”
As the door closes
I shift back to this moment.
Sitting in the old, red toyota you left behind.
My hands tremble as I open
that flip top pack of marlboro blacks,
that i thought would be harder to find,
because you’ve been out looking for them
for 13 years.
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MeNU
Payton Brown
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Fantasy
Alexis Chacos

Broken with a fantasy
They cover up what’s wrong
The girl there¬, she will paint it,
Revise then write a song.
To fill your head with lyrics,
She paints them on the page
Fix the red and make it pink
To dull the hatred and the rage
Because it doesn’t have a part
No picture-perfect house and place
But you look at her,
Do you regret the emotion on her face?
She broke through—don’t you see it?
The shattered glass and broken frames
Because her heart was not a program
Or something wild there to tame
She got back up and running
Freedom there for her to take
And now just one year later
She sees that fantasy is fake
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The truth of America for those who are not straight, white, rich, or
male.
Maegan Casimir

Together,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- we
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ are -------------------------------------------------------------------- forgotten
and
-------------- in
-------------------------------- pain. ------------------------------------- dreams
------------------------------------------------- ripped from
--------------------- you
-------------------------------------------------- like never before.
------------------------------------------ our
--------------------------------- wonderful
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- country
--- will follow two simple rules:
---------- reinforce
---------------------------------- fear
--------------------------------and
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- constantly
------------------------- salute the ----- great American Flag.
---------------------------------------------------------- hear these words:
You will ------ be ignored
----------- We
---- Will
--------- Make
----------------- America
--------------------------------------------------- Great Again.
-an erasure from Donald Trump’s 2017 Inaugural Address
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Growing Pains
Cynthia Hendrick

Damp air and a fire glow,
the wheel sits in front of me.
Applying pressure to the pedal,
I make it spin endlessly.
No one is around.
I’m alone in this cinder block basement,
the darkness surrounds.
A lamp is on beside me and the orange kiln
fire is burning.
The wheel spins, spins, spins
as I stare motionless,
caught in a dizzying daze.
Everything is old.
This life is old.
This loneliness is old.
This feeling of unworthiness
is old.
I want to love someone new.
Create lasting dreams
from the tossed away
dirty scraps that lie on the concrete floor.
Sunshine-y days
that glisten with the promise
of praise
can only be found
behind the cloud of self-deprecation.
18

If life was easy
and always meaningful,
would I cherish it?
Is it the moments
of deep hatred,
among the ponderings of my purpose,
that I find something
new?
Something that I can craft,
slam mud
on the spinning wheel,
and say
Ah, I’ve found you.
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A Walk Reflecting Childhood Wonder
Cynthia Hendrick

The air is crisp, smells of melancholy and pine.
Branches hang, creating an archway over the long-secluded path.
I bend down to pick up a leaf,
a dying leaf, worth almost nothing.
When the days were painted in color
and the nights were filled with imaginary monsters,
the world was loud and only mine. I dreamed of
elephant fountains and fairy fields,
chicken dictators and turtle spies.
Everything was so purely magical
that nothing was improbable.
Honey rays break through the chilly air,
warming my body in pieces. I let the leaf go.
The light of past imagination has dwindled,
the color of my world is duller.
The life above me is noisy. I hear
chirping birds and leaves falling,
Howling winds and squirrels talking.
But the noise isn’t overwhelming,
it’s the silence in between
reminding me just how quiet my mind has gotten.
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A Frog’s Temptation
Cynthia Hendrick

The warm blacktop glistens
with drops of moonlight rain.
It’s so tempting to rest
my cold belly on the road, still radiating
from the summer sun, and sing.
Stars can be seen on that forbidden clearing.
No grass to keep me hidden
or mud to get stuck in; it’s simply
bliss, but a bright light brings
death for the unlucky.
Still, the might moon magnifies
the gleaming stream of water running.
The delightful road calls.
I leap high, giving way to my temptation.
I sing freely in the humid air,
rain hits the pavement adding percussion.
The symphony of sound erupts with the strings
of grasshoppers and the cacophonous choir of the katydids.
Fireflies flicker, creating a dance of light in the adjacent field.
The rumbling vibration of my chords move the ground beneath me
and I’m entranced.
Oh, the sweet temptress,
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a siren song tasting
of baritone blues and rum.
A harmonious warning echoes from the stream,
but all I hear is magic,
and a spotlight is on me now.
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Merry Christmas From an ER Parking Lot
Cynthia Hendrick

You sat there shaking, face in hands
as the ringing sounds of silver bells
chimed a season’s greetings.
One ring for poor sweet sister.
Two rings for our silent suffering.
We suffered nerves and anxious waiting,
not to be confused with agony, grief.
In their homes, strangers ate sugared plums
while we watched the snow flurry
from within the Chevy.
Guilt was an emotion you were feeling
like ivy growing to cover you.
I’m so sorry.
It stung so sharply to hear those words,
Not because it was your fault, but
because it was how badly you felt that burnt.
I wondered if this life, even in that moment,
was what you wanted?
You must have wondered how life would be
If I weren’t me and she weren’t she.
It wasn’t me in the ER room with four stitches under brow
or the boy at home existing in his own world, perfectly.
It was me, sitting silently next to you thinking
of words to say. You fill the void.
The snow won’t last much longer.
I like the rain. It feels like isolation.
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I like the rain, too.
The mystical air, the cleanliness of sorrow.
It was snowing, though,
an ethereal wonderland of pain and pure beauty.
All was well, even on that holiday
with a stitched sister, a guilt-ridden father,
and a poet feeling it all.
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New Weaponry
Qian Chen

25

lantern-lit nightmares
Emily Eckenrode

when the stars are lanterns in the oblivion above, and the town is asleep,
i lie restless,
trying to pass the time from hour to hour
although each second is a month of thoughts
i fill my mind with dreams, empty space
the dreams that sit like weights on my chest
rewind to the time when i never felt awake
fast forward to when i’ll only feel awake
i tell myself i need to escape escape
from the town i call home
where the broken buildings taught me how to want
where the looming trees and gushing creeks taught me how to dream
where monsters walk around in broad daylight,
staring when they pass me in the grocery store
where creatures lurk in the bright green grass,
watching me on the cracked, dusty, sidewalks
my mind says go to sleep, but my dreams tell me to wake up
to wake up and experience the world,
my dreams remind me to wake up
before i forget to live
when the sky is a nightmare swelling above my head
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when the clouds are as dark as the gravel underneath my feet
i lie content,
with the grass in my hair and the dirt on my shoulders
knowing that someday i’ll escape this town
this paper town built like legos on a table
where dust blows through abandoned lots as often as wind blows through the leaves
on the trees that seclude this town from the dreams that excite me
my dreams tell me to draw a path
they tell me to wake up and find a journey
but i lay here, restless under the lantern stars,
a hostage to this paper town that is my own.
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Bodies of Faith
Kiersten Bennett

the river of Faith grows

from wisps of clouds

from the tears of its believers

so dark and blue

it begins in the lives -

their roars shake the ground

sacred, pure in heart

with a crashing overture

on the fields where children play

the same river where heads broke

and children pray

surface
for a resurrection of faith,

smooth grooves of cedar and redwood
marks the way to the chapel of pine

swept two from racing rivers
into the mouth of the forest

as they make through rows of shaded
green

bobbing their heads through water

they wash their feet in the cool fish

before chewed and spit out

homes
lifeless rainwater washes away transgression

lungs full of water

yet, fear encapsulates the divine liquids
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Fall
Valerie Browne

What does it mean?
We fell
Crimson to the ground
Inflamed with passion
A beacon to passers by
But time
Brought frost
And rain
We dulled, became lifeless
Blended into the crumbling
Dirty sidewalk
An ill wind
Blew me
and you
A block or two
To the courthouse
A black cumulonimbus sleeve
lifts the stamp
above the trembling sheet
I feel its imprint
In my skin
Limp and damp
Of late
Translucent
29

No red
No blood
When you sign away your heart
When it’s time to part
When everything you’ve grown
Falls—
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Babushka (Grandma)
Valerie Browne

You shook your first at me
All severity
And then that tough exterior cracked
Into a smile
Peppered with silver and gold
And I knew
You were really
as soft and sweet as
The honey
You’d eat with your tea
Then one day
It changed
Your outside
Was soft, flabby
Folds of skin
Legs swelling up
Like blimps
And it was your
inside that was hardened
By your harder life
Drunk, bipolar husband
Shame
Antisemitism
Two kids to protect
And Soviet poor
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All contained
In that tumor
But that’s not what I remember
When wearing that plaid
Sweater you wore
So American
I feel your kitchen-scarred
Hand again
Snagging on my hair
As you caressed it softly
As you wiped away my tears
As you allayed my fears
“Moscow doesn’t believe in tears.”
You say
“Well,” I reply,
“A sunrise after International Women’s Day
It just may.”
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Celestial Rhythms
Kayley Brinegar

I might argue that my
Favorite time of day
Is in the morning
When the dew still
Dares to linger on the
Surfaces of skin and porch railings
As if to say to the rising sun,
“I cannot be bothered.”
Light which summons
Chirps and songs from
The beaks of birds
Who have lived to sing
Another wakening tune,
Reminding those
Listening that
They, too, are alive.
Such a special thing it is
To experience the mingling
Of two worlds
The evidence of night flirting with the beginning signs of day.
A timeless tradition of Nyx waltzing with Hemera.
And I, a mere mortal, may witness the brief encounter.
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Bee on Flower
Lindsey Funk
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Blue Collar
Mahala Ruddle

We see you.
We see the nights where you come home
At 10:00, eyes like pissholes in the snow.
We see how you pick your way gingerly through the kitchen,
Another day, another pain, another sandwich.
I promise that one day, you’ll get a grease job.
We see the way you make things look easy,
Like driving trucks without brakes,
And bringing something out of nothingness.
We see this all with the green eyes you gave me.
You’re not the young man you used to be.
Your eyelids droop as you eat the
Supper that was warm hours ago.
The lines by your eyes betray your age if your weariness did not.
Long days, short nights.
They feed they lion to feed their family
And hundreds more without faces,
Without names,
Without thanks
Scattered by the wind.
Wake up child. It’s time to face a new morning with
The promise of promises poised on its lips.
Repeat today so yesterday can be better for the
Tomorrow of your children.
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The whole world might not value your callouses,
but they’d notice if they were gone.
Get some rest. You deserve some sweet dreams.
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26505
Mahala Ruddle

He loves me.
He loves me not.
Norman Fucking Rockwell see all
But says nothing.
He sees us get loaded up and sad
As our bodies rebel against this kind of hurt,
The one that is only acknowledged with laughter.
Our brains win as we drink tomorrow
GOODBYE
We are the Queens of Melodrama,
Of crying alone and biting a knife,
Of dramatic irony and being that attractive type of unattractive.
We’re the kind of girls that exist only in neon dreams.
Lamenting in our debauchery, we’re starlets of our Instagram’s,
Selling our souls to be the cool girls.
We’re the ones who can hang, the ones that can shotgun and rip jokes,
The ones that make bad decisions but still go to class the next day.
So we hop in the back of a boy’s truck that we barely know
And stretch out our arms and
Scream Hot Girl Bummer and pretend we’re college dropouts (wrong!)
And swear to ourselves that aren’t going to settle down after we graduate
with some guy who makes us feel incrementally less shitty than all the others.
Oops
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Did that strike a nerve?
I’m sorry, I’ll go back to by cul-de-sac
And daisy games and
Getting married before I know who I am.
Allow me to skip to the present.
Let me set down my beer so I can
Take another Pull of Reality and come
To Earth.
He loves me.
He loves me not.
Read at 10:27 pm.
It’s sober talks that can’t be done sober,
And breath that smells like apple Bootleggers.
It’s not looking at you on the elevator,
Down, down, down we go.
You pretended you blacked out the night you said you loved me?
How cliché.
Maybe that’s what we are.
Clichés running head-first into
A badly timed joke.
But when at least we’re the ones
That have the last laugh.
So lets raise our beers and throw a smile and say a toast.
Here’s to you,
Here’s to me,
Here’s to the best we’ll ever be.
And if you don’t agree, fuck you.
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Spring Sojourn
Thomas Lueckel

Quiet –
We are waiting for a phoebe
Keep your eyes turned south
To the warm wind
They catch beneath their wings
Look for the modest clothes
A tufted brown coat
And a wintry undershirt
Look for the dips and dives
Of a hunting flycatcher
And a curious wagging tail
It is cold still, but they will come
Chasing Spring, as it rises
From South Padre to Saskatchewan
Berries are still dreams
In the long winter sleep
Of riverside branches
Still, they will stop there
And pause for a moment’s rest
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From their endless journey
They peck at soft cotton buds
Singing to the signs of new life
That follow wherever they go
Listen for shrill joy in their song
The beautiful, musical moxie
In that trochaic swagger
Imagine the confidence required
To choose your own name
As the song that you will sing forever
“Phee-Bee!”
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Brave
Kristi Snodgrass
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FICTION
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June, the Other, and the Oak Tree
Haleigh Casto

Her glasses slipped down the bridge of her nose as she peered at the letter. The
handwriting was beautiful, obviously of an educated girl. Of course, she came from a family far
wealthier than the one June had created in their little company house. She only just caught her
glasses as they made their way to clatter onto the pages that laid across her dining room table.
June wondered if the girl looked anything like her. Did she have the same dark hair as
June? Maybe Edward complemented her amber eyes, like he had June’s all those years ago. Did
he hold up his glass of whiskey and make a comment on the similarity between the drink and her
eyes? Their neighbor, Rebecca, caught her husband cheating on her a few summers ago, and she
always said that girl could have been her sister. Did this girl look like she could be the sister June
never had? Was she as tall as June? Was her nose upturned like June’s? Maybe she carried
herself the same way.
“June?”
“No.” He shook her from her thoughts, but she still couldn’t bring herself to look up from
the pages to meet the eyes of her husband. Her husband. Edward was a good man and father of
all six of her kids. She thought he was a good man. She thought he just went to the mines, to the
store, and home. Sure, he would go out, but she’d be damned if she had ever thought he was
likely to do something like this.
“June, please. Just look at me, Juney.” He had taken to throwing himself at her feet. He
was on his knees rocked back to rest against his heels and peering up at her, his hands gripping
the arm of the dining room chair she was sitting in. She could see the black tucked into his
knuckles and dusted across his honey colored hair.
“She’s pregnant, Ed.” She said it with force, more to the papers than to him on her left.
“She is pregnant with your kid.”
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“I’m sorry, Juney. It was a mistake.” He cued up his crying as he continued to plead with
the side of her face. He was pushing and pulling on the dining room chair she was in with every
sob, causing the legs to squeal. “Please, June. Believe me. I was drunk and she was offering. It
was her, draping herself over me.”
“Divorce me,” she said, an eerie calmness in her tone.
“What?”
For the first time since he walked into the kitchen, June met his eyes. Maybe this other
woman’s baby would have those eyes. Maybe they would share those same blue eyes with her
eldest son and middle daughter.
“I said, divorce me.”
“I heard what you said, but why did you say that?” His eyes were glassier, more fearful,
light eyebrows pitched upward in surprise.
“Divorce me and go marry that girl.” She said it with force, turning her entire body to
him. “You divorce me and go marry that girl.”
“I don’t love her, June. I love you.”
“Well, too bad, Ed.” She pushed her chair back, freeing the arm from his grasp. “You
didn’t love me enough not to have sex with another woman.”
“I was-”
“Drunk, I know.” She was to her feet now, pacing, wringing her hands to keep from
throttling him. She could feel her braid whipping around with every turn she made. “Hell, I guess
the term woman is a little loose, Ed. She’s barely 18! That’s a girl.”
“I didn’t know-”
She snapped to him. “I don’t care. You realize, she is closer to your daughter’s age than
to yours.” She could feel the heat boiling her belly. She’s never been an angry person, but he
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wasn’t always a cheater. “Hell, Matthew could bring home an 18-year-old girl, and we wouldn’t
bat a damn eye.”
“June.”
“No.” She paused, narrowing his eyes at him. He looked pathetic, kneeling on their
linoleum floor, tear tracks cutting through the fine layer of coal dust on his face. “You are going
to divorce me, and you are going to go marry her.”
“Why? Why leave? I love you, June. And, I love our kids. And-”
“I’ll tell you why, Ed.” Her hands articulated her points. “You divorce me, I live fine. I
know how to make my money and keep my life stable. Divorced women have just as many rights
as widows now. As for 18-year-old unmarried mothers, well, she ain’t going to make it past 18.
As for that baby, well, society will damn near kill it, even if she is from money. There’s no
validity in a bastard child, especially when that kid’s momma is a kid herself, no matter how
much money they’re from!”
“She ain’t from money,” Ed said quietly.
“Oh, so you know she ain’t from money, but you didn’t know she was 18?” June asked,
her lips pursed tightly as she watched him squirm.
“She was at the bar down in Lynch. Ain’t nobody from money coming down to Lynch for
a glass,” Ed said to the floor.
“She would if the tap is cheap and they don’t ask for age. Honestly Ed, are you stupid or
did you forget that you were a kid once too?”
Ed looked up to her, she apparently struck a nerve. “I’m not stupid, I just made a
mistake.”
“Which is exactly why you are going to divorce me and marry her. Mistakes have
consequences, you twit.”
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Ed was to his feet, his eyes wide as he came closer to June’s face. “You can’t call me
stupid in my own house and you can’t tell me what to do. You can’t force me out of here and you
can’t force me to marry her.”
“I can’t force ya; you’re right. I’ll tell you what I can do, Ed.” She said, with a pointed
jab to his chest. “I can bring that girl into my home, offer her a sisterhood, help her raise your
spawn all they while your ass is out underneath the oak tree.”
Ed gasped, moving back from her. “You are threatening to kill me?”
She couldn’t help the laugh that fell from her lips as she caught Ed eyeing the hunting
rifle Matthew had propped up by the pantry. “I never said anything about killing you, but it will
sure as hell be a tragedy that such a loving wife, as myself, would be without my husband. I
would be heartbroken, but boy, would I be better off living on your pension and my boarding
house. And hell, ain’t nobody goin’ question it.”
“And what about her? I run off, leave you. How are you going to know I go to her? How
are you going to explain a girl and a baby in this house?”
June gave another laugh, straightened her back and smiled at him. “Poor girl lost her
husband in a mine. She couldn’t live alone. I was so heartbroken at the loss of my own husband,
that we bonded, and I took her in. I love her company and well, it takes a community to raise a
baby.”
“That didn’t answer-”
“Don’t interrupt me, Ed. As for knowing if you go to her, well,” June held up the paper.
“We are in communication with one another, and you can bet your ass that I will know if you go
to her. Hell, I doubt she’ll even want you. If you do run off without marrying her, you best hope I
never find you.”
“Because you’ll kill me?” Ed asked.
“I never said anything about killing, but I can haul your ass back to that oak tree dead or
alive.”
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“So, I can leave and marry her and never see our kids again, or I can leave and hope you
never find me, or you can kill me right now?” The word kill sounded as though it itself had the
potential to kill him.
“I’ll give ya till noon. I gave you my demand and the conscience.” June turned her back
on him, fanning her hands over her skirt as she moved from the kitchen. “But I’ll let you think on
it for the night. Hope the living room couch treats you well.”
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Pouring the Milk
Max Ostrow
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The Moon’s Heartbeat
Lauren Pauley

There were dreams--cataclysmic bursts of red, cloudless skies carrying devious grins, rips
and tears and cracks in the face of the sun. I fell into nothingness, arms and legs flailing, encased
by a symphony of screams that were not my own. Then I was awake, and she was there.
She sat on the windowsill, knees tucked to her chest. Her eyes were alert, watching the
moon, the rustling trees, the shadows that crept in spaces only she could see.
How many times had I promised myself that if I could just see my mother one more time,
I would talk to her of things I never said in life, things of life and meaning and love? Yet I
seemed to lack the ability to form words or even thoughts. I was petrified, gazing at her in a
sleepy stupor.
My mother’s ghost didn’t look at me, enraptured by the scene outside. Her soft body was
still and smooth. She looked moments away from sleep.
With enormous effort, I managed to shove my blankets aside, heart pounding in my ears.
But when I looked for her again, she was gone.
I figured seeing your dead mother’s ghost was something important enough to share with
your best friend.
Jack listened carefully as he studied the lightning bugs floating around us. We were lying
on our backs, the chilled grass tickling our bare calves. The moon, glowing faintly, floated into
view.
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“Huh,” he said, when I had finished. A lightning bug landed lightly on his big toe before
soaring away again.
“You sure it was her?” he asked me finally, frowning up at the sky. It was rare to see Jack
so serious, and I was filled with a rush of gratitude.
“I’m sure.”
Jack considered this. A breeze floated through the night, rustling the trees, allowing a
moment of respite from relentless summer heat.
Jack’s mother earned her keep by washing the clothes of everyone in the neighborhood.
Their backyard was a maze of clotheslines and hanging laundry, swaying in time as the wind and
sun rendered them dry. In the daytime, the web of clothing was comforting, exciting,
welcoming--Old Man Enton’s musty overalls, stained and stark; Ms. Huckleberry’s flowered
panties, ballooning and collapsing with the breeze; the dozens of tiny, multicolored shorts
belonging to Jack’s many brothers and sisters. But at night, the apparel swung ominously. The
vibrant colors became a mesh of grey, and they hung loosely, without direction, without purpose.
They were ghosts in their own ways, I realized as I laid there. They carried the vestiges of
people, smells and actions and sounds, until someone picked them up again to wear and returned
the life to them. I thought of the sweater my mother had worn nearly every night, baby blue and
soft with overuse. It was sitting in my dresser drawer, deep enough that my father would never
bother to look there. It still smelled like vanilla and fresh mulch--like her.
“Maybe it was a dream,” Jack suggested. He turned to look at me, eyes wide with
thought. Freckled, buck-toothed. Body twitching with unreleased energy and youth. My only
friend in the world. “I been having weird dreams, lately, Bobby, ‘n it’s not just me, Stanley told
me he had a weird one the other night too… maybe it’s somethin’ to do with the moon, even…”
“It wasn’t a dream,” I said finally, after trying to find a way to speak about feeling her
presence again. Hearing her soft breathing and smelling her gentle scent and seeing the little
habits that were hers: absentmindedly picking at the skin on her lips or twisting the bracelet
around her wrist. She was a life force, living and breathing, inches away.
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The laundry around us swayed again with the breeze as the moon looked on.
“Reckon you’ll just have to wait, then,” Jack said eventually.
“For what?”
“To see if she comes back.”
She did come back.
I was sitting at my desk, lazily sketching the craters onto a bleak portrait of the moon.
The house was entirely empty--my father worked at the mill until 6--and the scratching of my
pencil echoed loudly throughout my room.
I didn’t notice her at first, but out of the corner of my eye I saw movement, and turned
immediately.
She was wearing a purple dress, floaty and loose, and gazed at herself in the small mirror
on my wall. She touched her dress, running the fabric through her fingers. Cocked her head to
the side, studying herself intently. Her hair was rustled and curly, like before.
My pencil fell to the ground.
In a daze, heart in my throat, I crept toward her. She was frowning at herself in the mirror
when she caught sight of me. Her gaze softened as our eyes met, the same shade of brown.
People always said I had her eyes.
My eyes stinging with tears, I reached out to touch her shoulder, but my hand fell through
the air and bumped uselessly against my side. The mirror was empty, save for me--clenched jaw,
tousled hair, and thick ugly glasses.
I figured I needed to consult an expert, so I set off for Ms. Bumbleberry a few days later.
The morning sun was already stiflingly warm on the back of my head as I made my way to the
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large, green house at the end of our street, glancing anxiously behind me in case my father had,
for some reason, decided to return home early. I passed Mrs. Dooley, already hacking away at
weeds in her grimy apron, her two children running around her and screeching at the top of their
lungs; Randy Hummings shot past me with a wild grin, yelling about being late to the mill. I
shoved at my glasses and kept on, sneakers pounding against dirt and dust.
Ms. Bumbleberry was the wealthiest person in our neighborhood--even owned a car,
which, to us, was like owning a spaceship--and her two storied house towered above the rest of
ours. She was a gardener. Or, at least, wanted to be a gardener: her yard was overgrown with
wild, untamed weeds and lifeless flowers clinging to the earth by sullen roots. Piles of soil
littered the yard, fruitless, carrying the banner of failure, while yellowed grass inched upwards,
desperate with thirst.
She opened the door after my first knock. “Well, looky here!” she said brightly. Ms.
Bumbleberry was a woman in her mid-thirties, all tight-fitting flowery dresses and red lipstick
and wide grins. I tended to avoid her at all costs; we all did.
She ushered me inside, past a bright, flowery rug and vases filled with fake flowers in her
entryway. Her parlor wasn’t much different: a violently yellow and green carpet, rose-patterned
wallpaper, and dozens of portraits of her and Mr. Bumbleberry.
I sat awkwardly on the end of a stiff lounge chair. It wasn’t until I had refused lemonade,
sweet tea, coffee cake, and cookies that she finally sat opposite me, fixing her face in an eager
grin.
I tried to form words, but was suddenly overwhelmed with embarrassment. Maybe I had
dreamed it, after all--wasn’t that normal, to envision your loved ones after they died?--and
coming here, to the craziest lady in the neighborhood, was a mistake at any cost.
But her eyes were so wide and desperate, and I had made the entire trek here, and soon I
found myself talking to her, letting both encounters with my mother tumble out of my mouth. I
couldn’t look her quite in the eye, so I moved between staring at my dirty shoelaces and a black
and white photograph of her and Mr. Bumbleberry on the wall. Physically, she looked about the
same in the picture, but her smile was genuine, as she gazed up at her husband in adoration. Mr.
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Bumbleberry looked directly at the camera with a wide grin, the face of a man who had just won
himself a mighty prize.
Ms. Bumbleberry, in the flesh, was quite a listener. She nodded at almost every word,
widened her eyes at the most trivial of details, and kept a long, continuous mutter of commentary
as I proceeded (“alright… okay… oh, goodness… yes, yes, exactly…”) The many Mr. and Ms.
Bumbleberry’s in the room seemed to be watching me just as she was, quietly drinking in my
words.
“... it might have been just a dream though,” I added sheepishly after I completed my
story. The house fell silent; the distant screeches of Mrs. Dooley’s children drifted through a
screened window.
I interlocked my fingers, unlocked them, sat on my hands, placed them in my lap.
“It wasn’t a dream, John Robert,” Ms. Bumbleberry said finally, sitting back carefully.
She used my first and middle name, much to my surprise--I usually went by Robbie or Bobby.
“How do you know?”
She knew she had my full attention, and seemed to savor this. “Seeing her twice is no
coincidence, John,” she told me dramatically, her eyes wide.
I waited, still finding it difficult to look her directly in the eye.
“You know what this means, don’t you?” she asked me in a hushed voice.
“No.”
“It means she’s trying to tell you something, baby.” she sounded close to tears; she
clutched at her heart.
I was very embarrassed, but wanted to know more. “How--how do I--know what she
wants?”
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She gave me a tearful smile. “You just gotta listen, honey. Ain’t that right, Daniel?” she
asked suddenly over her shoulder, to an empty doorway.
Suddenly Ms. Bumbleberry gave a little shriek, bouncing in her chair. “Daniel!” she
chided, though she was smiling wildly. “Not when we have company!”
She leaned in towards me, shaking her head, as red-faced and giggly as a fourteen-year
old girl. “I’m so sorry about him, honey, he’s got no manners at all.”
I couldn’t help but look at a portrait on the far wall depicting a young man in a green
uniform, carrying a gun haphazardly. He was tensed, as are all in military photos like those, but
there was a smirk playing on his lips, a mischievous glint in his eyes. “Daniel Bumbleberry”, the
caption read. “2nd infantry. Vietnam.”
I decided it was best for me to leave. Ms. Bumbleberry asked if I wanted to stay for
lunch, or at least for a cookie and some tea, but I managed to extricate myself, muttering excuses
about homework, though it was the middle of July.
“Tell him goodbye, Daniel,” Ms. Bumbleberry said, nudging the air next to her as though
it were someone’s ribs. She stood at the top of the steps, beaming and waving a farewell to me.
I forced a smile and hurried down the steps, feeling Daniel Bumbleberry’s sly eyes
following me past the dead grass and into the world beyond.
We lived in a pocket of Kentucky, forgotten by most. At fifteen years old, I had only seen
the dirt streets of our tiny neighborhood, the pitiful schoolhouse about a mile away, and a tiny
collection of stores that made up “town”--notably a miniscule supermarket, clad with stained
linoleum and stale cereals, and a post office, ran by one man. Both were overshadowed by a
large American flag waving high above on a flagpole. In the opposite direction, about two miles
off, was a lumber mill, the seat of employment for every man that resided on our street.
The summers following my mother’s death were endless. Suppressing heat and relentless
boredom, tinges of anxiety creeping in around the edges at the thought of my father’s return
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home. I savored the moments spent without him, but there was always a dull, grinding reminder,
a headache at the base of my skull--distant, consistent worry and anticipation of his presence. I
wiled away the days in my bedroom, sketching, writing, thinking. Some days I spent with Jack,
when he wasn’t busy with his six younger siblings.
I thought of my mother often. It wasn’t intentional; in fact, the mere thought of her filled
me with such a longing despair that I tried to fill my thoughts with absolutely anything else. But
her death was so recent that it lingered on the minds of nearly all my neighbors. I could scarcely
leave the house without seeing someone, Randy or Mrs. Bloom or even Jack’s mother, all of
them with the best intentions, but all with comments, concerns, memories of my mother.
“She was such a good woman,” Mrs. Rooney said one morning, hands dirty with soil,
sticky faced toddler clutching her calf. I was on my way to Jack’s, walking as quickly as I could
without bursting into a sprint, but she had spotted me and called me over. “You look just like her,
you know. How’s Fred doing?”
I found I didn’t have much to say on either of the topics, and was equally speechless
when Jack’s mother greeted me at the door with “Oh, honey. How’s it goin’?”
The two visits from her didn’t help, either. They had happened in such a short span of
time that I thought for sure she would return, but it was many weeks before I saw my mother’s
gentle face and soft hands again. In the days leading up to it, I thought of her endlessly, and even
convinced myself that I saw her a few times-- Was that movement outside the swish or her dress?
Did her presence wake me up in the middle of the night?-- but was disappointed by the reality of
a dirty rabbit outside, the wind rattling the panes of a musty bedroom window.
I had convinced myself that both apparitions had been a dream, entirely the creation of
my own mind, just the manifestation of my desperation of seeing her again, until she reappeared.
Jack and I were in his backyard again as the night blanketed itself over the sky. Jack had
managed to steal a pint of moonshine from his mother’s secret cabinet, and we had drank three
quarters of it before she caught us.
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“Stay out here til it wears off,” she had ordered, but there was a twinkle in her eye as she
wagged a finger at us. “Don’t want y’all rubbin’ off on the littleun’s.”
Everything was dizzy and weightless and wonderful. We danced and ran around the yard,
Jack screaming at the top of his lungs. I couldn’t seem to stop laughing, and eventually I laid
down, felt the grass rise to meet me with a surging love.
“I love the grass,” I told Jack, who was jumping, pumping his fist into the sky. “I love the
grass, I love it.” And I did. I felt united with the earth and sky and the heartbeat in my chest. The
heartbeat pounded through me and into Jack and into the grass, all the way into the moon, a
beating communal life force.
Then I sunk into the ground and fell into a dreamless slumber.
I awoke to Jack shaking my shoulder. “Wake up, Bobby, wake up.”
I sat up too quickly; the world spun. I managed to smile distantly at Jack, but he looked
stricken, his freckled face inches from mine in a strange, surreal way.
“You gotta get home, Bobby, we fell asleep, your Pa, your Pa’s gonna be real upset…”
My stomach dropped. Distant yells and shadows rang in my ears and I lost focus of
Jack’s face. I leaned over and puked, felt the tranquility from before exiting my body in a rush.
“You all right, Bobby? You all right?” Jack kept saying, grasping at my knee. “Shit,
Bobby, shit… Your Pa… shit…”
With his help, I managed to stand, knees knocking together. In the pale light of the moon,
I saw his face more clearly: white and ashen. Everything seemed dark and cold and eerie.
We walked back to my house together, clutching at each other like little kids. I felt small
and insignificant, the tiniest, weakest speck on earth. How cruel it is to see the light, as we had,
only to be reminded of the dark with astonishing force. I hated the moon, suddenly.
We reached my house. Jack’s hands were like ice against my bare skin, but once he
pulled away I felt a distinctive loss of heat.
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“I’ll go in with you,” Jack offered. His eyes were wild, darting every which way. He was
shaking slightly.
“No,” I told him, though he already knew the answer.
“Maybe he’s asleep.” Jack was whispering, so quietly that his words seemed immediately
swept away with the breeze.
“Maybe.”
We looked at each other. Suddenly, Jack grabbed me and pulled me into a fierce hug. I
felt his heartbeat in his ribs as our trembling, scrawny bodies pressed together.
Then he released me, and disappeared into the darkness.
The screen door creaked as I entered, echoing like a shotgun through the house. A single
light lit the cramped kitchen; shadows lingered in the corner.
He was sitting at the table. Beer cans, some crumpled, some dripping with excess amber
liquid, surrounded him. He laughed, his scornful bark of a laugh, when I walked in.
Things were remarkably still and solid. I felt numb, unreal. I hung my head. Waited.
“You tryna walk out on me, son?” he asked me. Calm, collected. He gazed into his beer
can, one eye closed in concentration. I stared at the cracked, scummy linoleum.
“No,” I said to the floor. It was a croak.
He laughed again.
“I was with Jack. Fell asleep.” my voice sounded false and strange, echoing through the
room.
He finally looked at me. His eyes were small and cruel and piercing. A fresh layer of
stubble was bursting out in spurts along his face, as though he had shaved erratically, without
paying any attention. He was slumped back against his chair, but when our eyes met, he
straightened, letting his empty beer can drop to the floor with a tinny, dull crash.
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I couldn’t meet his eye for longer than a moment, and studied the floor again. But in a
flash, he was moving, shooting across the kitchen with speed I didn’t know his intoxication
allowed.
He grabbed me by the hair. Leaned in so close that I could count the hairs on his chin, felt
the hot beery breath seep into my mouth, into my lungs.
I grabbed at his hands, whimpering uncontrollably, but he yanked harder, and I saw stars.
He was staring at me with a look full of loathing. Repulsion. “You’re a fucking freak,” he
told me, and then I was falling backwards, linoleum floor slamming into me, cold and
unforgiving.
It was over as quickly as it had begun. He traipsed back to his chair and opened another
beer, acting as though I wasn’t there, wasn’t in a crumpled heap on the floor steps away.
I scrambled up and away to my room, chest heaving, body aching, world spinning.
I threw up again, this time on the dingy carpet of my bedroom. Tried to catch my breath.
The moonlight climbed through my window and crawled to me so that my toes were
bathed in a sudden silver light.
And there she was, baby blue sweater and all, her hand on my back, guiding my
breathing back to regularity, her fingers on my cheeks, wiping away stubborn, relentless tears.
She sat with me until the moon disappeared and brilliant, harsh sunlight flooded the room.
Then she was gone.
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John is in the Woods
Alexandria Webb

Mom does not know that John is in the woods.
I have decided I will tell her if she asks. I promised John I wouldn’t, but I don’t want to
lie to her. She seems so sad, now. She no longer smiles at me the same way she used to; there is
something different about her. I think if John saw her now, he’d agree that I should tell her – but
only if she asks.
I know I’ll get in trouble when I tell her. John and I aren’t allowed that far into the woods.
Whenever John asks why, Mom always says, “It’s dangerous. I wouldn’t be able to keep an eye
on you boys.” John always rolls his eyes when she says this, but only if her back is turned. I
think it’s a bold move; I would never disrespect Mom like that. He has always been wilder than
me, the result of his 12 years versus my 8. He says I should “grow a pair,” a line he heard from
watching TV.
I never understand why Mom says the woods are dangerous. They have never felt that
way. The trees watch over us, the sunlight warms us, the paths between bushes guide us, and the
flowers lead us home. Peace grows in the forest; you don’t have to listen to everyday nonsense.
Mom always lets things get to her that shouldn’t. The woods would cure that.
John told me once that the reason Mom says the woods are dangerous is because a serial
killer lurks in them. I know he was just trying to scare me. He always tries to do that, but it
stopped working after a while. Mom told me that responding just eggs him on, so now I only
respond to things I am interested in.
Mom has begun wishing I would respond more. She has taken me to all kinds of doctors
that ask me how I feel, try to have a conversation with me, and even ask me about John. I know
they are trying to egg me on, so I don’t respond. It’s better that way because I don’t get upset
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anymore, at least not that anyone can see. I haven’t spoken in almost a year, just because I
choose not to.
But I would respond to Mom if she asked me where John was.
I know I didn’t when she first asked me, but that’s because I didn’t like the way she asked
me. The look in her eyes was not friendly, not loving. She was too emotional, and I could tell she
was angry with me; it shook in her voice when she asked, “Blake, where is John?” Not Blakey,
honey, or sweetheart. Blake. That upset me, so I didn’t respond. I figured she was just trying to
egg me on.
Mom drinks. At first she tried to hide it, but now she leaves out the bottles. She swallows
pills that she tells me calm her, even though I never ask why she takes them. I tried sipping from
one of the bottles once, and it was like fire in my throat. It makes her cry, and it tastes awful, so
why does she do it?
She has a lot of male friends. She brings them over, but usually they are gone by the time
I wake up for breakfast. The only time one of them stayed that long she ended up kicking him
out because he called me a freak at the breakfast table. He didn’t like that I was staring at him
and that I didn’t talk. He could have just asked me to stop.
When Mom shut the door behind the man, she turned and stared at me for a minute, but
when I met her eyes she looked away. She does that a lot. That morning, she said she didn’t feel
well and threw away her food, locking herself in her room for the rest of the day. I continued
eating, enjoying the quiet, the smell of bacon in the air; Mom taught John and me not to be
wasteful.
One night, I came out of my room to see Mom sitting on the couch in the living room.
She had one of those bottles in her hand, her pale, skinny fingers gripping the neck like she was
trying to kill it. She seemed to vibrate where she sat, and it was very dark. The television was off
even though she was staring at it intensely, frozen yet shaking. The sharp scent of her drink filled
the air. The only bit of light was what just made it through the window from the streetlamp
outside, and something about its fake, fuzzy rays did not sit well with me. Maybe that is why
Mom seemed so upset; she had to look at fake light instead of real light.
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I started to get more upset, watching her from the hallway. What was wrong with her?
Could she not sense me standing there? Did she forget about me? I quickly rushed over and
flipped on the light switch, and when I did, Mom jumped upright in her seat and screamed,
dropping the bottle on the floor. She stared at me with wide, bloodshot blue eyes, her
gray-streaked brown hair knotted and stringy. I waited for the fear on her face to melt away when
she realized it was me, but she continued to stare at me with that same expression, her mouth
slightly open. I didn’t like that.
Finally, she spoke. “Blake – ” She snapped her mouth shut, letting my name hang there. I
think she could see from my face that whatever she would say, I wouldn’t respond to. Her
expression had upset me. Her shoulders dropped in defeat. “What are you doing?”
Silence. The response we both expected.
I could feel her eyes on me as I went into the kitchen and got a glass of juice. Even
though she had turned the television on, the whistling of The Andy Griffith Show filling the room,
she watched me, sipping from her bottle. I was watching her, too, waiting for an expression I
could like. I think she knew that.
Later that night, I heard the front door close. Mom had left. It was an odd time to go
somewhere, but I never question my mom. Hours later I woke up to the sound of the front door
opening, and since I slept with my door open, I could see down the hall to her silhouette in the
doorway, the streetlamp lighting the road behind her. Water was dripping from her, making a soft
tapping sound on the wood floor. She was only a shadow.
I watched her slowly pull out things from her jacket pockets, her hands obviously
shaking. The objects were big and heavy looking, and they made loud thuds on the table next to
the door. She used two hands to lift them. When they were all out, she untied what looked like a
rope from her waist, spending a long time trying to undo the knot. After, she unbuttoned and
unzipped the jacket, and it made a wet, plopping sound when she let it fall to the floor. Still she
stood there, a shadow, the door open behind her. She would yell at John or me if we did that. I
wanted to roll my eyes.
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That night, while I pretended to sleep, I felt her come into my room and stare down at me
for a long while. She smelled like the river on the far side of town. Her breathing was so loud,
like she had been running. Right when I was about to open my eyes to let her know I was awake,
she leaned down and kissed me on the cheek.
That was when I decided I would tell her where John was – if she asked.
The next morning, I saw that the heavy things she had taken out of her pockets and left
on the table were large stones. The thick rope that had been tied around her waist sat coiled on
top of them, still slightly wet. I was staring at the strange items when she came into the kitchen,
and when I looked from them to her, she met my eyes straight on. She pressed her lips together
for a second, opened her mouth, and then shut it again. The rocks and rope were gone by the time
I left for school.
That was a month ago. She still hasn’t asked about John, and in a few weeks it will be a
year since the first time she tried. Yesterday, I got tired of waiting, and while she was at work I
went to see John. Visiting him in the woods has become my favorite pastime, but I can only do it
when Mom is away. She would ruin the peace that exists there.
It has been fascinating to watch the forest change; so much happens in a year. In autumn,
all the bushy green plants from summertime explode into fiery colors, which die in different
shades of brown, falling onto the forest floor and making the air smell soft and heavy. The sun
begins to shine through the branches of the trees less and less, hinting at its goodbye. In winter,
the cold air takes my breath and swirls it into the clouds far above, all the while hardening the
earth. Snow falls in white tufts, covering the ground in layers of sheets, lining the hard edges of
every branch, bush, and even the smallest of leaves. The snow muffles all sound. In winter, I
miss the sun.
In spring, my nose runs, and it rains too much. But the flowers begin to grow in blues,
purples, and yellows, painting the woods and making the air smell like perfume. The sun gives
them life, lifting them up. Some stick around in the summer, while others are crushed beneath the
heavy moss and vines, weeds that become strong in the hot, sticky air. One beautiful daisy has
fought and fought, and lives inside John.
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When John slipped and fell over the cliffside almost a year ago, I was looking over the
edge of it with him. He didn’t scream, but made a sort of “Oh!” sound when he fell, and then
there was a heavy thud, like Mom’s rocks on the table. Then nothing. I called his name once, and
when he didn’t answer I tried a few more times. I could see his hand through the leaves of the
trees that grew at the bottom of the cliff, lying on a bed of moss. It didn’t move, even when I
called his name. I felt a little sick after that, so I sat at the edge of the cliff and watched the leaves
sway in the breeze, listening to the quiet. When I felt the first drop of rain hit the tip of my nose,
I decided I had better head home. Mom would be worried.
When I got home that night, the house was painted blue from the police lights. Mom
cried when she saw me, and hugged me tight. Then she looked over my shoulder and called
John’s name as a policeman came up next to her, staring at me with his head tilted to one side.
“Where’s your brother, son?” he asked me.
I didn’t like him calling me son. I stayed quiet.
“Where were you at, boy?”
Silence.
Mom turned to stare at me, and she no longer looked happy to see me. She looked angry
and scared, and she was starting to cry again. “Blake, where is John?” she demanded, her voice
shaking.
I pressed my lips together like she does when she is upset. She should have known better
than to use that tone with me.
The first few days after John fell, I couldn’t see him. Too much was happening at the
house with Mom being upset and the police officers asking me too many questions, getting
frustrated when I didn’t respond. They were mad at me for not helping them, and for the fact that
it had rained in the woods. They couldn’t find John, and the rain made the dogs useless. When I
finally went back to the woods, I carefully picked my way down a barely visible deer path on the
cliff side, and there he was. He smelled awful, not natural, and looked like he had grown. It was
disgusting.
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I didn’t come back for a long time after that. I started to think about the sound he made
when he fell, and wondered if I should actually tell Mom about it. But then I think about John
promising me not to tell her about going to the woods that day, and I remember the other times
I’ve tattled on him. He’s hurt me for doing that. I don’t think he’ll hurt me now, but I am still
scared of him. I haven’t yet “grown a pair.”
When I did go back to the woods to see John, some of his fingers were missing, and he
was beginning to look like the skeleton in Mrs. Robert’s health class. It was around Halloween
then, so I thought that was fitting. Next time I came, he was buried under the snow. I thought
about digging him out since it was so cold, but my hands started to go numb, so I went home.
By the time flowers bloomed, most of John had disappeared or been moved by animals. I
found his skull halfway buried next to a big oak further from where he had fell. The daisy was
growing where his right eye used to be, and the white of its petals was so pretty against the dark
shadow it grew out of. Somehow, in these bright months of summer, the daisy still lives. At just
the right time of day, the natural, warm rays of the sun shining through the branches of the trees
will land on the daisy, setting its yellow center on fire. I think Mom would like it; she loves
daisies.
If Mom asks me where John is, I will tell her. Until then, it’s nice to sit in the woods with
him. He’s a lot quieter now, and the woods are peaceful.
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I love you. You’ll forget me.
Laura Miller
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Blue
Willard Hanson

Blue. Or red? Maybe green. Actually, I think it’s magenta. If not a stealthy shade of
lavender. Wait, what was that noise? Don’t tell me it’s making noises now. Ugh, I hope not. My
head hurts enough already.
The impossible object: how long do I need to stare at it before it makes sense? Is it
changing or am I changing? The specifics don’t matter I suppose. Shape! I can explain its shape.
Well, it’ll be difficult to explain, but here I go. Okay, so it’s a sphere, but not a sphere. A triangle
that wants to be a trapezoid. A rectangle but without its pride. Does that make sense? Do I make
sense? I promise I’m not crazy. I can say one thing: its shape tells a different story than its color.
Too bad I suck at telling stories. Its color tells a story as nonsensical as reading Shakespeare in
reverse. As for its shape, think Star Wars but without the color black. Or Gone with the Wind but
with the raging confidence to tame a bull.
Am I too forward? Let’s go backward: it’s definitely not the color black. Not unless I
close my eyes—I guess that’s cheating though. Although when I close my eyes, I can see a
picture of her. A still image of her standing there in the rain with the brightest smile across her
face after stepping in a large puddle. Her laughter infectious and glowing through the
downpour…
Anyway, smell! It smells of sunshine and of clouds traversing the radiant atmosphere. Its
fragrance is that of a fluttering butterfly's wings. Or maybe of the way hummingbirds migrate to
warmer climates, with a hint of the way flowers bloom but only before the winter. At times, it
also smells of the way a waterfall sticks its landing, but with uncertainty. But at the end of the
day, it has an aroma remarkably similar to the last bright glimmer of a sunset’s reflection upon
the water before disappearing entirely.
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It sings like rainbows and breathes life to a melody that dances in the spotlight. But not as
good as the way she would sing aloud when she thought no one was listening. Not as good as the
way she would blush when she turned the corner just to realize the person she was singing to was
listening the whole time. Whenever it rained, her voice would light up the sky more than the sun
ever could on the warmest summer’s day. Whenever her favorite song played on the radio, she
would always welcome the urge to dance like tomorrow had already ended and she was just
living the best yesterday possible.
It feels concrete and solid. The edges are rougher than they appear to be, but that’s not to
say it’s entirely deceiving. In some places it’s incredibly smooth in the way water streams down
a fountain—like how the rain would fall down her face or how my tears rolled down my cheek.
In other places, it is rough to the touch, like my emotions during that last drive back. Like the
front of my sedan after I rear-ended a stopped car. Like the unsteadiness of my voice as I called
my family.
This thing makes less sense than my calculus class did. At least calculus teased the
possibility of understanding it. I could never fault calculus though. At least it was upfront with
what it was offering. Calculus made its intentions clear. Calculus wanted me to learn it. All
things I took for granted in a stupid math course that didn’t even know me.
Like a mute professor, a deaf musician, a blind athlete, or an illiterate philosopher—so
much potential and understanding is locked away with the key given to a dead locksmith. No
matter how hard I stare at this thing, I can’t understand it. Regardless, it will always make more
sense to me than why she left.
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Lazarus! Come! Forth!
Tristen Nichols

I had never been to a gameshow before, but the room clamored with excitement. Folk in
the rows were acting out private dramas in their own little pockets; children giddy with
excitement, couples arguing, even a few in what seemed like a panic attack. I didn’t know what
the big deal was, but I didn’t really know which show I was on, either. One minute I was cruising
on the I-90, the next I’m here. I was going to consult my plus-one beside me when I suddenly
realized I was surrounded by complete strangers, entirely alone. I just assumed I wouldn’t come
to a place like this by myself. I began working up the courage to talk to one of the strangers
when the space started to darken. The crowd dwindled to a muted hush.
“Places, everyone! Quiet on set!” a disembodied voice announced. A stillness washed
over the audience. For a moment, there was only profound silence, broken first by an old man’s
phlegm-loaded hack, then by the swelling chorus of a brass section. The instruments came from
everywhere and nowhere, an indistinct surround-sound that reverberated in my skull. The brass
section continued while an electric keyboard began to solo, signaling an equally-mysterious
narrator to begin introductions:
“Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to our program: the world’s absolute favorite
circumstantial gameshow. This is…” his voice slowed in anticipation. The adjacent strangers
jumped out of their seats.
“LAZARUS! COME! FORTH!” they chanted in perfect unison, clapping and whooping
all the while. I had a feeling some of these audience members had been faithful repeats for God
knows how many seasons.
“And now, your benevolent host: the Triple Threat, the New Kid, and our favorite little
lamb: Julian Cardamom!” The audience’s crescendo rumbled the room, the rapidly-flashing
“CLAP!” signage adding to the chaos of it all. A slender, inviting man walked out from behind
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the stage’s billowing curtains, donning a spotless Seersucker suit and well-kempt facial hair. He
clapped slowly and pretended to point to a few audience members while the commotion died
down.
“Thank you, you’re all too kind! And thank you for the lovely introduction, Johnny. Well,
thanks so much for being here today with us, folks, as if you really had a say in the matter!”
The audience belted out a violent chuckle as signage now blinked “LAUGH!” I sat
dumbfounded, unable to remember which exit I took to get here.
“Now, if you’re new to the show, or just want a quick refresher, the game works like this:
The Producer, in spite of His infinite wisdom, ends up with some loose ends, a few remainders
that He isn’t quite sure what to do with. I’m talking about you beautiful people!” Julian shouts,
flapping his arms as to elicit applause. “The winner will get to spin the fabulous Wheel of
Reincarnation! Now, I’m gonna randomly pick three players from the audience and we can get
started!”
Julian shuffled through his cue cards while murmurs flooded the room. I felt my pockets
frantically for my keys, my phone, my wallet… anything? Just a little lint. Why did Julian call us
loose ends? A deep-seated unease took hold of me while Julian began to read out the names.
The first name sounded ancient, fraught with fricatives and consonants. A man who
looked similarly ancient, clad in simplistic robes and scarves, each crudely patched together,
jumped up. The man, several rows away from me, fell to his knees in tears before scurrying to
meet Julian and man his respective podium. He got on his knees once again to kiss Julian’s feet,
clearly embarrassing him. The second name was old, but contemporary. Something one of my
grandparents would recognize, an “Ethel” or a “Miriam.” I expected flab and wrinkles, a
geriatric creature. Instead, a spritely young girl skipped through the audience, hair curled and
buoyant. She gave Julian a firm handshake and attended her podium, met by an assistant
equipped with a stepstool.
Lastly, Julian peered at his third cue card. “And finally, all the way from Cleveland, Ohio,
come on down Mr. Phillip Stein!” It was the first time I’d heard my name all day, and it terrified
me. I sat frozen in my seat, unwilling to move. After some time, I felt my body involuntarily rise.
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I was under the impression that I was being crowdsurfed before I saw the audience’s lack
of participation. I was inexplicably placed in front of Julian, shook his hand, and I attended my
podium. I looked over to the old little girl.
“You’re going down,” she said with a smirk. So be it.
“Now, this isn’t so much a physical competition as it is mental and spiritual.” Julian
explained. “It depends entirely on the life you’ve led and lived thus far. For your first challenge,
here’s what we need you to do: tell us about a time when you worshipped.”
That was it? It seemed so simple! Just one occasion? Thank God I didn’t need more than
that. Most of my worship felt obligatory, like I only prayed when I needed it. Luckily, leave it to
good old Grammy to instill a few cherished church memories in me. I would need to really sell it
if I was going to make it to round two.
The ancient man spoke first. His language was unfamiliar to me, but a decoded dub
played in my ears, relaying his story. He regaled us with tales of ornate worship, filled with
sacrifice and ziggurats and purpose. The people cried and danced for God. They had holidays
and feasts and children all in His name. They lived by Him, for Him, and with Him.
The audience doused him with applause before Julian asked me to answer. I told him
about days when Grammy would sit me on her lap and we would listen to the word of God for
hours on end. She’d take me to Sunday school and pick out her favorite scriptures for me to read.
I told them that she showed me the most important part about God: His infinite, unconditional
love. They totally bought it.
Finally, it was the old little girl’s turn. She frowned and let out an exasperated sigh until
she finally said, “I’m only six years old. I’ve never gone to church before.”
Suddenly, the grating sound of a buzzer filled the room as the ground opened up beneath
the girl. The crowd let out an exasperated “AWW!” She grasped and lurched for the podium,
only to slip and fall into the infinite, fiery abyss.
“Ooooh, tough break.” Julian quipped. “Automatic disqualification. Thanks for playing!
Onto round two!” Applause roared from the audience while the ancient man and I shot knowing
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looks at each other. There was only going to be one winner. “For your second challenge, we have
a simple question for you: How many deadly sins have you committed? Tally ‘em up and see
how it goes!”
I went through a mental checklist in my head. Wrath? Yup. Pride? Double yup. No doubt
about sloth, but I’ve never been much of an envious guy, at least by my standards…
“Excuse me, Mr. Julian?” I spoke. “Are we really counting Gluttony?”
“Think of it as the free space in bingo!” Julian responded with a wink. He walked closer to me
and whispered behind his cue card: “Don’t forget the grand panty larceny of ‘02!”
Shit. Greed and Lust. That’s six. I had six out of seven deadly sins.
“All right, let’s count up those sins and see who gets to spin the Wheel of Reincarnation!
That’s a whopping six sins for Phillip and…” an incorporeal drumroll stirred tension. “Wow! All
seven for our primordial guest! That’s quite impressive. So long, and thanks for playing!”
The ancient man gave me a pained smile, accepting his fate, before being engulfed by the
all-consuming void beneath us. The crowd’s applause drowned out his cries of agony. Julian took
me by the arm and motioned me to the colossal wheel, each colored sliver adorned with a living
creature. Animals, plants, a human, and a few things I didn’t recognize.
“Go ahead and give the wheel a big spin for us, Phillip!” Julian encouraged me.
With all the strength I could muster, and one final prayer in my mind, I spun the wheel
with voracity. The audience clapped and cheered while it spun, its rhythmic clacking a swan
song to my last life. It was time for something new, something better. The wheel slowed to a halt.
The audience gasped and Julian let out a light chuckle, patting me on the shoulder.
“Uh oh… tough break, pal. It ain’t easy being a mollusk, but its honest work! Now you
can be as spineless as you please. Let’s just hope you’re one of the smarter ones! Thanks for
playing Lazarus! Come! Forth! I’ll see you all next time, buh bye!”
The band played their theme and the sign flashed “CLAP!” as I braced for the inevitable.
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Untitled
Jayden Page

Justin tossed his keys on the counter as he strolled into his apartment, kicking the door
closed behind him. The door shuddered as it connected with the frame, but there was no
corresponding click. Some part of him knew that he needed to get that fixed, but he hadn’t been
able to muster up the enthusiasm to call someone. Besides, it wasn’t like he was afraid of a
robbery; the last guy who tried took one look around the place and ended up leaving ten credits
behind on the couch out of pity. If his mother could’ve seen where he was now, she would’ve
just shook her head- disappointed but not surprised- and reminded him that he should’ve studied
harder in school.
He let out a sigh of exhaustion and relief as he flopped down on his ragged couch, the
cushions deflating as his weight hit them. Just as his thoughts began to drift off into blackness,
his face pressed into the rough surface of his couch, there was an abrupt, splintering crack, like
the sound of a gunshot. He jerked awake, flying off his couch in a hazy panic.
His door was gone.
That was no understatement; it wasn’t open, and it wasn’t even knocked over on the floor.
It was in a million shattered splinters scattered across his dirty kitchen tile. In its place stood a
man who looked to be at least seven-foot by the roughest estimations, garbed in a full suite of
glittering, golden-bronze armor that looked like it came straight from a
swords-and-horses/steampunk crossover convention. But that wasn’t the worst part; he was
holding a sledgehammer in his right hand, and it had a rocket-booster attached to the head.
Yeah. A goddamn rocket.
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“What the…” Justin managed, completely frozen in place. The helmeted man stepped
forward, his armor hissing and clicking as he did so. Justin couldn’t help but notice the sparking
tesla-coil strapped to the giant’s back, brilliant bolts of azure energy running over the device in
waves.
“Steady, friend!” The man shouted, his booming voice echoing around in his helmet.
“You’re in danger!”
“You’re damn right!” Justin said, scrambling away from the intruder. “What the hell are
you doing in my house? That was my freakin’ door, man!”
“Apologies!” The steampunk knight said, brandishing his hammer in both hands. “I
knocked on your door several times, but I received no answer! I destroyed it to save time!”
“What the hell, man?!”
“There’s no time, friend! Murderers and villains are on their way to slaughter us both!”
“Us?” Justin wailed, his back literally hitting the wall. “What do you mean us? Why do
the murderers and villains want me?”
“You’ve offered me safe harbor! They’ll surely want your head!” The knight explained,
smashing his breastplate with his gauntlet as if that would help emphasize his point.
“I haven’t offered you anything! Get out of my house!”
“Fear not, my pure-hearted friend! You’ve chosen the side of justice, and the power of the
universe rides on our shoulders! Now let’s not dilly-dally any…” Before the knight could finish,
another man came through the doorway; he looked like a punk rocker, if punk rockers were
actually threatening. He held a clockwork revolver in one hand and a knife in the other, the barrel
of the pistol aimed directly at the knight’s head. Justin attempted to cry out a warning, but the
sharp crack of the gun drowned out his voice. The bullet struck the knight’s helmet with a
metallic ring, and the giant stumbled slightly. But he didn’t fall.
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The thug let out a wordless snarl, readjusting his aim slightly. “Why won’t you just die,
you stupid mother-” The knight whirled around, leading with his hammer, the rocket roaring with
blue flames. The hammer’s head struck the thug square in the chest, and the man flew backwards
so fast that Justin barely saw him move. The thug shot straight out of the apartment and collided
with the drywall of the hallway, shattering both it and his body simultaneously.
“Hi-ho!” The knight chuckled heartily, slamming the butt of his hammer into the tile,
cracking it. “That’s our cue, buddy-old-pal-old-friend!”
“No, it’s not! It’s not our anything!” Justin said, getting to his feet and advancing on the
knight. “You literally just killed a guy in my-”
He was interrupted when the knight suddenly rushed forward, scooped him with one arm
as if he were a rambunctious child, and then slung him over his shoulder. Justin screamed. The
knight leapt over the couch and kept going, colliding with the window.
And then he kept going. Justin kept screaming.
He could still feel himself falling, despite being slung over another man’s shoulder like a
sack of rotting potatoes, but the sensation didn’t last long. He vaguely realized that he was going
to die, and then the entire world shuddered as the knight’s boots struck the concrete. The knight
carefully set Justin down on his trembling feet, letting out a guffaw at his expression. “You look
like you’ve just seen the World Eater, friend!”
“Y-You just jumped out a fifth story window.” Justin stuttered, glancing back up at his
now broken apartment window. It looked a lot farther than it had felt. “Who the hell are you?”
“Salantis.” The man replied proudly, puffing out his armored chest. “My friends call me
Sal. Or they would, if any of them were still alive. Ha!”
“Alright, Salantis.” Justin said slowly, not wanting to somehow set off the maniac. “I’m
just gonna’ go, alright? I’m gonna’ walk past you and back into my apartment, where I’m going
to go back to sleep and never think about you again.”
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“Not so fast, friend!” Salantis said, clapping a metal hand on his shoulder. It hurt. A lot.
“We have much work to do! Justice does not rest for the wicked! Now, tell me- what are your
powers?”
Justin blinked. “Powers?”
“Yes! Telepathy, perhaps? Pyromancy? Has your genius intellect surpassed human
levels? Or can you mutate your body, becoming an unstoppable abomination born of rage and
bloodlust? Quickly, now! Spit it out!”
“Uh…” Justin said, slightly embarrassed despite himself. “I, uh… don’t have any
powers.”
“What?!” Salantis cried, smacking himself upside the helmet. “So, you truly are as weak
as you seem?!”
“I’m just lithe.” Justin mumbled, self-consciously feeling his bicep.
“Oh! Don’t fret.” Salantis said, clapping him on the shoulder again. It still hurt. “You
have purpose in this world yet. Your loyal presence and undying friendship shall invigorate me
in the coming conflicts. Knowing that a great friend of mine is watching, I will fight on with the
strength of one hundred men. Huzzah!”
“Oh. That’s good.” Justin said, unsure what to do at this point. “I guess.”
“Say, my unfortunately sized friend,” Salantis said. “How about we celebrate our
impending victory by feasting at a nearby ramen shop? It’s on me!”
“Uh…” Justin said, setting a hand to his uncomfortably empty stomach. The only thing
he had eaten all day was a bag of croutons and a juice box, but at the same time, there was only
one ramen shop nearby, and it was horrible. Even by ramen standards. “Do we have to eat
ramen? There’s a pretty good café downtown that-”
“No! Ramen!”
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Justin sighed. He couldn’t begin to guess what brought on Salantis’s sudden obsession
with ramen, but honestly it was the least weird thing the giant had done since they met. “I guess I
could go for some ramen-”
“Too late!” Salantis suddenly roared, somehow managing to be even louder than his
regular speaking voice. “You’ve wasted too much time gibber-jabbering! We’ve got company!”
As he spoke, Justin noticed a black van covered in gaudy, neon-colored graffiti, the blues and
pinks clashing against each other jarringly. Loud electro-scratch music buzzed from beyond the
vehicle’s metal hide, the reverberation of the bass causing it to tremble as it moved; the door slid
open, revealing several more leather-garbed maniacs, all of them armed to the teeth.
The last thug to jump from the van was perhaps the most unusual; she was the only
member of her party to be completely devoid of leather. She was a pretty thing, dressed in a
ragged schoolgirl’s uniform, complete with a frilly skirt and a ribbon at her collar. Her long,
messy hair was dyed in a myriad of vibrant, garish colors, as if someone had dipped her in a
tie-dye vat. She would’ve been perfect, had her flesh not been laced in jagged, stitched-up scars.
She gave the knight a manic grin, skipping towards him and waving the spiked baseball bat in
her hand around haphazardly.
“Who the hell is that girl?” Justin asked the knight, his eyes going wide.
“That’s no girl.” Sal replied, his normally boisterous, cheery voice gone solemn. “Not
anymore, anyway. That’s Killian- a murderer and renowned pervert who was slain years ago.
Unfortunately, the gates of death could not hold his villainy. He steals the bodies of beautiful
women, transmuting them to fit his twisted fantasies. He’s indeed a monster, but he’s not one to
go out in the field.”
Killian sauntered right up to Salantis, hefting up her bat. “Hello, boys! Bad news
delivery!” She beamed the knight’s helmet with the business-end of the weapon, causing
Salantis’s armor to reverberate like a bell. She broke out into hysterical laughter, twirling around
like a psychotic ballerina.
“I’m surprised you came to face me yourself, perverted bastard,” Sal said, no worse for
wear despite his head being used for batting practice. “You’ve never been so brave before.
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You’re a fool if he thinks the King will forgive an attack on his Fist.” Sal said, tightening his grip
on his hammer.
“Oh, don’t be like that,” Killian said, rolling her eyes. “You struck first, and you’ll strike
again. And you’re crazy if you think we’re just gonna’ sit back and watch everything crumble.”
“Wait,” Justin squeaked, suddenly realizing how deep in crap he was. “The King? As in
the mob-boss? That King?” He debated just making a break for it right there, but Killian’s men
had guns. To be honest, he probably couldn’t outrun Killian or Salantis either. Or anything,
really.
“Do not fear, friend.” Sal said, not turning from his staring contest with Killian. “The
lying, cowardly media of this city has undoubtedly skewed your perception of the King. He does
not love crime. He only controls it, keeping perverts and villains like Killian at bay. Honor,
justice, peace- those are the glorious ideals the King stands by!”
“Don’t listen to this pompous moron, hun.” Killian replied. “He’s the bad guy here. Him
and the King are just lackeys for the President and Halcyon Group. I mean, just look at this
place; it’s a dump. Everyone is miserable. You can practically smell the depression in the air. The
King helps the Royals up in Grantham drain everything this city has, pumping it straight into
their pockets. The rich need to start hurtin’, and they need hurt bad.”
“Fool!” Sal said. “Bastard! Villain! Do you want Halcyon soldiers crawling the streets,
the abominable Watchmen hunting innocents as they make merry? Do you wish Hell upon us?!”
“We’re already in Hell, Sal.” Killian said. “Might as well drag them down with us.”
Salantis’s head turned ever so slightly in Justin’s direction.
“Uh…” Justin said, scratching his head. He wasn’t sure how his opinion mattered in the
least. He was just a food-stand worker. There was literally nothing his allegiance could change.
But… still. The pricks up in Grantham certainly weren’t the good guys. They were greedy,
narcissistic, and uncaring. But at the same time, all he really knew about Killian was that they
were some demonic pervert who liked sewing body parts together. So it didn’t really matter who
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was the real villain. He sure as hell wasn’t siding with that asshole. He let out a sigh. “Whatever.
I’m still with you, Sal.”
“Yes!” Sal cried, giving him a golden thumbs-up. “I never doubted your friendship,
friend! My Hammer of Justice will destroy these dastardly cowards, and then we shall feast on
heaping bowls of ramen!”
Whatever Killian was, she was fast. Inhumanly fast. She had barely finished her last
syllable before she was standing in front of him, her manic grin stretching unnaturally wide
across her pretty face. Justin barely had time to process what he was seeing before her scarred
hand lashed out, her fingers closing around his throat. He sputtered and gasped, clawing at her
hand as her grip slowly tightened, crushing his windpipe.
“Don’t just let her kill you!” Sal shouted at him from where he watched a couple feet
away, doing nothing. “She’s a schoolgirl! You’re a man, aren’t you? You’re a warrior! Fight
back! Defend yourself!”
Well. This was it. He was going to die, all because he was too weak to fight off a killer
cheerleader. Sure, she probably had some sort of demonic strength backing her up. But it was
still embarrassing. Mom, he thought, closing his eyes. I’m sorry I didn’t do something better with
my life. You tried. I love you. Aldus, you still owe me fifty credits. My vengeful ghost will collect.
There was a faint hissing sound which turned to a roar as Salantis’s hammer exploded to
life, the blue flame leaving a trail of light as it moved. The pressure around his throat was gone
in an instant as Killian went flying, bouncing against the street like a skipping stone on the
surface of a pond. Justin collapsed to the ground, coughing and gasping for air.
“You’re lucky I was here, friend.” Salantis said. “You truly are the weakest, saddest man I
have ever known.”
“Bastard.” Justin rasped, his neck still throbbing in agony. His vision was beginning to
clear as his lungs fed his starving brain oxygen, and he looked around, trying to find where
Killian had landed. She was getting up. Right before his eyes, her limbs realigned themselves,
snapping back into place. Her freaky, mis-matched eyes met his own, and she grinned, grabbing
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her left arm and casually popping it back into its socket. “Ouch.” She said, walking towards her
deranged van as if nothing had happened.
“The enemy rises to fight again!” Salantis announced, as if Justin was a blind moron and
that wasn’t already obvious.
“Alright,” Killian said. “Looks like you killed me. Congrats.” She climbed into the van,
perching up on the seat nearest the door. “Anyway, I’ve got dinner in an hour. So, I’m outta’
here. Oh, and whoever shoots one of these assholes gets a kiss. Bye!” She waved at Sal and then
slid the door shut. The van’s tires skidded against the street as the driver went into fifth gear, and
the vehicle sped away.
“A kiss?!” One of the thugs exclaimed, looking to his companions excitedly. “A kiss
from Miss Killian?!”
“Come on, boys!” The lead thug said, raising his rifle. “Let’s kill this guy!”
“Aha!” Salantis laughed, revving the rocket on his hammer. “Finally, foes who fight with
a true, just motivation!”
“What?” Justin sputtered. “How is that a just motivation?”
“They’re willing to die for love!” Salantis replied. “It is the most beautiful motivation of
all! Now for my final attack- Unyielding Inferno Charge!”
Justin dove to the ground as the gangsters opened fire, the air alight with the sound of
thunder and fiery light as the gunfire rained down. The knight took the bullets in stride. He
charged forward, his bellowing laughter nearly drowning out the sound of bullets striking his
armor. Justin watched in awe as Salantis ran through the hail of lead and insults, closing the
distance between himself and the gangsters with unbelievable speed.
He collapsed about six feet from his first target, his gargantuan hammer falling from his
grip and clattering to the ground. The knight’s knees struck the stone soon after, his armor
emitting a worrisome black smoke. The thugs began to run out of ammo, so many discarded their
guns, taking to bashing Sal with pipes and other makeshift weapons.
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Just as Justin had accepted all hope was lost, Salantis pried open a panel on his gauntlet,
twisting a dial underneath with all he had. “My true final attack,” he screamed, throwing his
helmeted face to the heavens. “Ultimate Judgement Cry of Thunder!”
The voltage discharging from the coil suddenly increased in intensity, arcs of bluish
electricity erupting from the machine. The entire scene lasted less than thirty seconds, before the
tesla coil went dark as abruptly as it had gone wild. All the gangsters crumpled simultaneously.
Salantis thrust his gauntleted fist into the sky, letting out a howl of triumph, and then promptly
fell over.
“Salantis?” he asked, doing his best to shake the man awake. He couldn’t even get him to
budge. He was like a boulder. “Salantis? Hey, asshole. Wake up.”
“My friend…” Sal croaked, turning his head to look up at him. “I have been slain.”
Justin swallowed back tears. He had just met this guy. Why did he want to start bawling?
“Really?”
Sal cackled. “No, I lied to you. You’re so easily fooled. Gullible and weak. You would
make a terrible knight.”
“Gee, thanks.”
“But,” The knight said, setting a hand on his forearm. “You are an excellent friend. And
your morale support is unmatched.”
“Gee… thanks.”
“Say, Cheerleader Man,” Salantis said, his hand shuddering and then going limp. “I failed
in my mission. Our enemies won the day, their plan still in action. And Killian escaped.”
“I’m guessing that’s… bad?”
“Certainly. But you know what my father always said. If you live long enough to
recharge your suit of invincible armor, you will fight another day. And feast upon another bowl
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of delicious ramen.” He paused, and then laughed again. “Say, Cheerleader Man. Do you wish to
feast upon ramen with me? To celebrate not dying once again?”
Justin shrugged. “Got nothing else to do.”
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Everybody Talks
Payton Brown
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Grandpa’s Lasagna
Cynthia Hendrick

Ingredients:
1. 1 pound lean ground beef
2. ½ cup minced onion
3. 1 deck of cards
4. 2 cloves garlic, crushed
5. 1 jar of Giammerino’s Famous Tomato Sauce
6. ½ cup water
7. 1 cup grated agony
8. 1 tablespoon salt
9. 1 ½ teaspoons dried basil leaves
10. ½ teaspoon fennel seeds
11. ½ pound longing
12. 12 lasagna noodles
13. 16 ounces ricotta cheese
14. 1 egg
15. ¾ pound mozzarella cheese, sliced
16. ¾ grated Parmesan cheese
17. 1 life altering phone call
18. 1 pound regret
Directions:
Prep time- 30 m | Cook time- 2h 30 m | Ready in 3h 15m | Serve while blistering hot
1. In a non-stick skillet, cook ground beef, onion, and garlic over medium heat until well
browned. Stir in Giammerino’s Famous Sauce with a splash of water and season the
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mixture with basil and fennel to add extra freshness and life. Add salt and pepper to taste
because you’ll need the extra flavoring once your taste buds go numb from the emotional
pain. Cover the skillet and lower the heat, letting the mixture simmer.
2. In a large pot, bring several cups of salted water to a boil. Slide the hard lasagna noodles
in the water and avoid the hot steam. It burns. Hypnotically watch the bubbles come to
the surface and pop with such force, water droplets fall unto your face and scorch you
back into reality. Drain the noodles in an empty colander and rinse with water as cold as a
winter night. In a separate bowl, mix the ricotta cheese with an egg, some fresh herbs, a
handful of regret and a pinch of salt.
3. Preheat your devastation oven to 375 degrees F
4. To construct the Lasagna, spread about a cup of the meat sauce on the bottom of the
baking dish and sprinkle in a dash of agony. On top of the sauce, lay six noodles length
wise, so that the wonderful memories are trapped to burn in the bottom. Spread half of
the chunky white regret mixture on top of the layer of noodles, add parmesan and
mozzarella. Layer noodles and longing. Repeat this tedious boring process until the
ingredient bowls are empty, like the whole in your heart. Garnish with remaining
mozzarella and parmesan. Cover with foil: to prevent sticking, spray aluminum with fresh
tears.
5. Bake in preheated devastation for 25 minutes. Remove foil, and bake again for 25 long
minutes. Cool for 15 minutes to prevent blistering.
6. While the lasagna is cooling, open the deck of cards and begin to shuffle. Recommended
games are slapjack, bull-crap, and go fish. Christmas lights will still be hung outside and
their faded luminosity will be in contrast with the cold dark January night. The telephone
will ring and its song will make you hold your breath. As your mother’s ear is pressed
firmly to the phone, her face will pale and she will begin to cry. Your breathing will
shallow and the crushing sensation will begin to weigh heavy on your chest. Instantly, the
world will lose all color while the floor suddenly greets you. Your grandpa will be
unresponsive, dead on the cold wooden floor of his cabin two hours away.
7. Enjoy.
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Sticks and Stones
Amelia Jones

Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.

7th Grade- the beginning
Our story opens with a 13-year-old girl full of ignorant bliss and sleepovers with her friends
every weekend in the summer. That little girl walked into school, sat at the lunch table with her
peers, and had the world at her fingertips. School was great, grades were exceptional, and her
middle school volleyball team was even going to the championship; life was perfect. However,
life at 13 was much simpler than it is now.
It was the first day of 7th grade and she couldn’t find her blazer. Looking around the house she
finally found it hanging on the kitchen chair. A text message from her group message of best
friends lights up on her phone,
“Can’t wait for today! Btw who’s in your advisor?!?!”
Typical.
A smile unfolds upon the youth’s face; it was going to be a great year.
Or so she thought.

Fast forward two months.

Ambitious and driven, this middle schooler was on a mission. She was on the honor roll and
participated in almost a dozen clubs while also balancing the duties of being the lead in the
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prestigious 7th and 8th-grade play. It was a lot to handle, but she could do it. Others started
taking notice of her activities; some looked on with awe and others conspired to “knock her
down a peg.” Soon enough, rumors started circulating, dirty looks ensued, and the invitations to
hangout began to dwindle. Who are the ones committing these heinous acts against our
protagonist you ask?
Her best friends.
Without rhyme or reason, she was ostracized and cast out of her social group. Bewildered to
what she had done to provoke her once trusted confidants into becoming her biggest bullies, our
girl began to droop her head and to believe the evil words they uttered.

It was only the beginning.

8th Grade- “Nobody likes you”
Throughout the years the intensity heightened and suddenly she was in the center of some cruel
game to make her life miserable by the majority of her grade. When she walked into school, the
eyes were burning on her back and whispers echoed:
“We don’t want you here”
“Psycho”
“Nobody likes you”
“Why don’t you just leave already?”
Determined not to let the bullies win, the girl decided to run for freshman class president at the
end of the year. She won by a landslide and she believed a light at the end of the tunnel began to
illuminate. That light was snuffed out when only days later she was informed of a petition to
“impeach” her signed by many of her classmates; the same classmates who voted her in.

9th-11th Grade- Queen Bees and Wannabes
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Finally, high school, a clean slate! she thought.
Despite the petition, she was still able to carry out the duties of class president. However, a new
threat was emerging from the crowd of her many criticizers: a ringleader. In previous years, the
torment bounced back and forth from clique to clique without any specific order to the chaos.
Now, someone had taken up the charge to unite the masses and launch a full-scale strike.

We’ll call her Queen Bee.

It became a living nightmare from which she was unable to wake herself up. If only it was that
easy. It was only a matter of time before she was attacked on social media. The cowards behind
the screen sat in front of their computers, adrenaline pumping through their fingertips, and their
conscience’s clear while waiting for a response from the girl to their hateful messages. Little did
they know, her tear-streaked face was buried in a pillow was warranting the questions:

“What is wrong with me? Why me?”

Between sobs, her mom was always there with a comforting touch and words of wisdom. “You
must keep your head up. Those girls feel so badly about themselves that the only way to make
themselves feel better is to tear others down. Don’t you dare let them see you cry because that
lets them know they win. Always remember what Aibileen said in The Help ‘You is kind. You is
smart. You is important.” Little did she realize that this mantra would help her throughout the
rest of her years.

At the start of her junior year, she stopped going down to the lunchroom. After getting her tray
from the lunch line, she would set it on a table and sit down in the empty space. One by one the
occupants of the surrounding chairs would collectively retrieve their trays and move one table
over. This was no fluke, for every time the girl sat at a new table the same thing happened until
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she would ultimately end up eating alone, again. The worst part was that she was never offered
an explanation for the action. The silence was deafening.

She now retreats to the library where she hides her packed lunch out of sight while her class is
laughing and enjoying themselves downstairs.

The Confrontation
Sick and tired of the years of torment from Queen Bee, our main character mustered the courage
to finally confront her. On the day of the deed, the girl sat in her car with her mom before the
first bell rang.
“Remember what we talked about: You is kind. You is smart. You is important. You can do this
because you are invincible.”
Palms sweaty, she got out of the car and went into school. The day seemed to drag on as she
watched the hands on the clock strike 3 o’clock. It was time. She took a deep breath, but it
burned in her chest. A high-pitched giggle rang in the distance and Queen Bee came into view
with her posse.
It’s now or never.
Almost running down the hallway, our girl ended up face to face with the leader of her unending
torment.
“What do you want?” Queen Bee hissed.
“It’s my turn to talk now so listen up because I’m only going to say this once. For the past three
years, you have made my life miserable. I never want to hear my name out of your mouth ever
again. I don’t know why it has and quite frankly I don’t care anymore. I’m about 90% sure you
don’t like me but I’m 100% I don’t like you. So, stay out of my way.”
The girl turned around and left the Queen Bee choking on her words.
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--------

In a perfect world, the Queen Bee and her crew learned their lesson and the bullying finally came
to an end; but we don’t live in a perfect world.
For a very long time, our hero believed this was all her fault- that she was solely responsible for
the treatment from her peers. Although the harassment continued, our girl no longer hanged her
head, for she was invincible.

My name is Amelia Jones, and this is my story.
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Simoda, West Virginia
Mahala Ruddle

I was raised on the ridges of the Appalachian Mountains. Before I could speak or write, I
was told stories. I was told stories while Mom was frying bacon, on the way back from church,
while I was knee deep in mud working cattle with Dad, and in the car as we twisted up, up, up,
and down, down, down the mountains that you swear were halfway up in the stars. My favorite
stories come from the porch swing in the middle of July, snapping beans and killing time. My
origin story goes a little like this.
My Great-Grandmother was born the same year that the Titanic sunk and Woodrow
Wilson was elected President. She was running around on the tallest mountain east of the
Mississippi before Alaska and Hawaii were admitted into the Union. Her name was Arveta. Her
name was Granny. She was loved.
Life was good for awhile. Then, life was hard. Granny’s mother, grandmother, and Aunt
Bertha made the journey to Whitmer by foot on a barely there trail to go Granny’s aunt’s funeral.
The year was 1918 and the Spanish Influenza hit and it hit hard. In Whitmer, three women said
goodbye to a sister and daughter. Nobody realized that when they left their mountain home, they
were exposing themselves to the very thing that killed their kin. Or maybe they did, but didn’t
care, who knows- maybe they felt lucky. Either way Granny’s mother, Mary Artie, contracted it.
It seemed like as soon as they got home on Spruce Knob, there was another funeral. This time,
Granny was able to attend it. But right now, we aren’t there yet. Allow me backup.
Before Granny’s mother died, a 6-year-old Granny was sitting bedside, keeping a post of
her mother. There were only a few hours left in Mary Artie’s life and she herself knew it. It
seemed like everyone knew it, but prayed they were wrong. As Granny was spending the last day
with her mother, she noticed something curious, something only a child could see. Granny saw a
dark figure go along her bed, standing over her mother. Granny kicked her legs and screamed for
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it to “leave her mama alone”, but alas it wasn’t removed, she was. Nobody could see it, just her.
As the door closed, the last glimpse she saw of her mother alive was with death literally hovering
over her. Mary Artie was dead by supper time. Now ain’t that strange?
After her mother died, she was sent to live with her grandmother, Mary Susan. She was a
very...harsh woman. Years of weeding the garden and scrubbing clothes went by until Granny
was no longer a child. She was a young woman, and she was in love. Desperately so. But for
some reason, Mary Susan didn’t like That Heltzel Boy. That didn’t matter though, not at first. It
didn’t matter that her grandmother forbade her to take his last name and let him put a ring on her
finger that they both wanted more than anything. They were young and in love. In theory, or at
least in the movies, love always wins. But life isn’t a movie. Soon enough, Mary Susan won.
Granny found herself in the rearview mirror with a baby in her belly that The Heltzel Boy didn’t
know about when Mary Susan pushed hard enough that she got what she wanted.
Being a single mother in a small community was scandalous. Her own mother felt that
burden, and now, it was hers to bear. Granny soon found herself with 5 more children, and no
support. My small town ate her alive for a fault that was none her own. For that, I will never
forgive them. But that’s not my story to tell. Granny worked and worked and worked. She did the
job of a mother and father, loving her children more than anything on Heaven and Earth. Every
field she planted, every bucket of water she hauled, and wood split was for Elwood, Hallie, Pete,
Ralph, Paul, Annabell, and ipso facto me.
Don’t get it twisted. The hardships she endured never jaded her. She was the kindest
woman I’ve ever had the privilege of knowing. During the ‘85 flood, Mom and Granny had a
freezer full of food and no electricity. Seneca Creek didn’t swallow them alive like it did some.
Granny sent my Mom to go house to house and invite everyone over for supper. While friends
and neighbors feasted, they forgot about the rain taking everything (and for some, everyone)
away from them. For a moment, they were able to sit at a table and pretend that life was okay
until Arevta and Kim’s freezer was empty. During one of their suppers, they heard a knock on
the door. It was the guy from the Salvation Army cantina. He said something like this- “Ma’am,
please stop cooking, I can’t pass out hotdogs when you’re putting out good food.” His protests
lasted long until he got a belly full of food. She was the best cook. I still use her bread recipe.
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I could go on for ages about Granny. I could talk about her wicked sense of humor. I
could tell you about when Cousin Kevin asked “grandmother” (he was the only one of us to call
her that, but that was Kevin) about what she thought about his dyed red hair and without missing
a beat, she said “it looks like a skunk pissed on it”. I could tell you about how she spoiled my
siblings and I rotten. I could tell you her triumphs and how she taught her children to work hard
and get an education. I could tell you that it nearly killed her when she had to bury her son and 2
of her grandsons. I could tell you about the nights where she was exhausted and broke and at the
end of her rope, but she got up and put on her boots with the earth coming through the soles and
went to work the next morning. I could tell you about how she stepped up and raised my mother
when she didn’t have to. I could tell you how she fought like hell against cancer. She won the
first battle, and lost the second. My Uncles could tell you about the bottle of Black Velvet whisky
she kept under the sink for them when they were young, and about how the lines in her face
smoothed out and her laugh was even more infectious when they made cider. I could tell you all
of this and more.
Everyone lost Granny when she died. It was the kind of hurt that is visceral and real. It
cuts through everything. The woman that was everyone’s, and I mean everyone’s, Granny was
gone. I used to be worried that I would forget what she looked like. And one day, when I’m 93
like she was, I very well might forget. However, I will never forget the stories that I was told, the
same stories I will tell my future children and God willing, my children’s children. I will tell
myself these stories until they are threadbare and worn like the quilts she made from scraps to
keep her family warm. I will remember her. She has become your Granny now, too. Please tell
me that you will remember her. Her name was Arveta.
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Lover’s Lock
Cynthia Hendrick
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